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We consider the pair of equations L n Y + PY =0, L, Y + qy = 0, where L n , L, are
disconjugate differential operators of order n and v, respectively, and establish some
comparison theorems between them. '© 1989 Academic Press. Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Suppose that the real functions Ii E c(n - il(I),Jc~, with h > 0,
i = 0, 1, ..., a. We define the differential operators Lj(fi, h- I' ... ,10) by

i = 1, 2, ..., a. We consider the pair of equations

and

L.(pv, PV-l' ..., Po) y + qy = 0,

(1 )

(2)

where ri , Pj> 0, 0::;;; i::;;; n, O::;;;j::;;; v, and where (without loss of generality)
we assume Joo r i-

1 dt= Joo pj-l dt= + 00, i= 1, ..., n-l, j= 1, ..., v-I [11],
and p, q E C(I). Along with Eq. (1) we shall consider boundary conditions
of the type

L i y(a) = 0,

Ljy(s)=O,

iE§== {ii' , id,
jE,$ == {jj, , jn-d

(3)
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with

L. H. ERBE

k ~ n -1, a, s E I, (4 )

Similar boundary conditions will be considered for Eq. (2)
(with,i/,jv_/~v-l in (4». As in [1,3] for aEI we define the ith
extremal point OJ (...I, f; a) corresponding to Eq. (1) and the conditions (3)
to be the ith value of s E In (a, + 00) for which there exists a nontrivial
solution of (l), (3). This is, to be precise, the ith right extremal point.
Similarly one may define the ith (left) extremal point. In [3] Elias
investigated the connection between the oscillation of (1) and the extremal
points under the assumption (- 1t - k p(x) < 0. (This is a necessary condi
tion for existence of extremal points if p(x) is of one sign.) Two systems of
boundary conditions of type (3) are especially important, namely focal type
and conjugate type:

Liy(a)=O, i = 0, 1, ..., k - 1
(5)conjugate type

L j y(s) = 0, j = 0, ..., n - k - 1

and

L i y(a) = 0, i=O, 1, ..., k-l
focal type (6)

L j y(s) = 0, j = k, ..., n - k - 1.

The first extremal point for (5) is called a (k, n - k) conjugate point and for
(6) a (k, n - k) focal point. These boundary conditions will be denoted by
(.I", .!c:), (.Jr, jf), respectively. We say that Eq. (1) is (...I, f)-disconjugate on
I in case the first extremal point OJ(Y, f; a) does not exist in In (a, + (0)
for any aEl. We indicate this by writing OJ{f, f;a)= 00.

In this paper we investigate the question: If Eq. (l) is (...I, f)-discon
jugate then under what conditions will Eq. (2) be {f, j)-disconjugate and
how are n, v, (...I, f) and (f, j) related? In such generality, the question
is perhaps too difficult. In [7] Kim investigated comparison theorems for
disfocality types for pairs of equations ({I, (2» and in [1] the authors
established integral comparison theorems for general boundary conditions
under the assumption n = v and Pi = ri , 0 ~ i ~ n. Special cases of these
results were also considered in [3,4,5,8,9, 10]. We would like to combine
the techniques of [1, 7]. However, it is necessary to restrict the class of
boundary conditions of type (3). We say that the boundary conditions
(...I, f) (for (1» are admissible in case for any integer I, 1~/~n-l, at
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least 1 terms of the sequence iI' .." ib iJ, ..., in-k are less than l. We denote
by d the class of all admissible boundary conditions. It has been shown
(see [1] for further references) that (J,,1)Ed if and only if for any
a, s E I, a < s there exists no nontrivial solution of L n Y = 0 satisfying (3).

As in [1] we introduce the partial order -< on the set d. To do this, we
define the relation --+ on the class of all sets of indices {II' 12 , ••• , Iq }, where
O~/I </2 < ... <Iq~n-l, 1~q~n-l, as follows: If J 1= {II' ... , Iq},
~ = {m I' ..., mr} then .A. --+ J 2 means that the two index sets agree except
for one index s for which ms=ls+ 1<ls+1 (where if s=q we define
IH 1= 00). The multi-valued map a: d --+ 2"'" is defined by

a(J, ,1)= {(.J, j)Ed: J --+.J and ,I = j or J =.J and ,1--+ j}.

If (J, ,I), (.J, j) E d and either (J, ,I) == (.J, j) or there exists an integer
m ~ 1 and a sequence {(..?,., "fr) };."~ led with (.A., .!J) = (J, ,I), (Jm' ,1m) =
(.J, j), and (..?,., "fr)Ea("?"_l "fr-d, r=2, ..., m, then we write (J, ,1)-<
(.J, j). It is easy to check that -< defines a partial order on d.

In Section 2 we collect some additional preliminary results from [1, 7]
which will be needed to establish the main results in Section 3.

2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We recall a number of results from [1, 7] which will be needed subse
quently. Unless specifically mentioned otherwise, we shall always assume in
this paper that (_l)n-kp(x)<O (for Eq.(I)) and (-l)v-'q(x)<O (for
Eq.(2)). It follows from [1, Lemma 2.1] that if (J,,1)Ed then
(~,,fc) -< (J,,1) and if (J,,1) E d with J = {O, 1, ..., k -I} (= .f[), then
(J,,1)-«.f[,ji). Moreover, from [1, Theorem 2.3], if (J,,1), (.J,j)Ed
with (J,,1)-«.J,j) and if 0dJ,,1;a) exists for Eq.(I), then
0l (.J, j; a) exists and 0l (.J, j; a) ~ 0l (J,,1; a). It follows therefore that
the first extremal point 0l(J,,1; a) is a non-increasing function with
respect to the partial order on d. The next two results apply to the case
when v= n and Pi = ri in Eqs. (1) and (2). We denote by IJl (J,,1; a) the
first extremal point for Eq. (2).

THEOREM 2.1 [1]. Assume 0dJ,,1;a)<oo for all (J,,1)Ed and
suppose

f CO Ip(t)1 dt ~ fco Iq(t)1 d
z ro(t) rn(t) "" x ro(t) rn(t) t.

Then IJI (J,,1; a) < 00 for all (J, ,I) E d.

(7)
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THEOREM 2.2 [1]. Let (..1,,/)Ed, ..1= {O, 1, ...,k-l}, and assume
(2) is (..1, ,/) disconjugate on (a, CX)) and that (7) holds. Then (l) is (..1,,/)

disconjugate on (a, CX)).

The proofs of Therorems 2.1 and 2.2 depend strongly on the fact (see
[3]) that el(~,~;a)=+oo=>ed..fr,A;a)=+CX).Before stating the
final results of this section, we define the functions

m"?l.

THEOREM 2.3 [7]. Assume Eq. (1) is (k, n-k) disfocal on (a, (0) and
assume n "? m, k > m. Then the m th order equation

(8)

is (k-n+m, n-k) disfocal on [a, (0).

THEOREM 2.4 [7]. Assume n"?m and let the functions (0' ..., (n-m-l be
positive and continuous on [a, CX)). If the mth order equation

L ( ) cp((o'''',(n-m-l,ro, ..·,rj-d -0 (9)
m rm' ..., roY + ( ) PY -

cP ro,·..,rj _ 1

is (j, m - j) disfocalon (a, (0) then the nth order equation

(10)

is (n - m + j, m - j) disfocal on [a, CX)).

THEOREM 2.5 [7]. Assume n = v, Pi"? ri , i = 1, ..., n - 1, and

(11)

and that Eq. (1) is (k, n - k) disfocal on (a, (0). Then Eq. (2) is also
(k, n-k) disfocal on (a, (0).
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Our main focus in this section is the extension of the previous results in
which pointwise inequalities are replaced by integral inequalities and by
considering more general types of boundary conditions than those of [7].

THEOREM 3.1. Assume Eq. (1) is (~, fr)-disconjugate on (a, 00), let
n~m, k>n-m, and assume

XE(a,OO). (12)

Then

is (k - n +m, n - k) disfocal on (a, 00 ).

Proof Since Eq. (1) is (~, ,Ir)-disconjugate on (a, 00) (i.e., (1) is
(k, n - k) disfocal on (a, 00» it follows by Theorem 2.3 that

<p(ro, ..., rd
Lm(rn, ..., rn-m)y+ ( ) Py=O (14)

<p r n - m , ... , rk

is (k - n + m, n - k )-disfocal on (a, (0). Therefore, by Theorem 2.2 it
follows from (12) that Eq. (13) is also (k - n +m, n - k) disfocal on (a, (0).
This completes the proof.

As an interesting special case, we have

COROLLARY 3.2. Assume that

yCn)+ py=O

is (k, n - k)-disfocal on (a, (0), let n ~ m, k> n - m, and assume

(15)

fOO foo (k-n+m)'
0< x Iq(t)1 dt~ x k! . tn

-
m Ip(t)1 dt,

Then

y<m) + qy = 0

is (k - n + m, n - k) disfocal on (a, 00).

X E (a, 00). (16a)

(16b)
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Proof One need only observe that if r; = 1, i = 0, ..., n then
qJ(ro, ...,rk(t)/qJ(rn_m, ...,rd(t)=(k-n+m)!tn-m/kL The result then
follows directly from Theorem 3.1.

As a further extension of Theorem 3.1 we have the following

THEOREM 3.3. Assume Eq. (1) is (J, ,I) disconjugate on (a, (0) where
(J, /)Ed with J =Jr= {O, 1, ..., k-l}. Let n ';3m, k>n -m and assume
that (12) holds on (a, (0). Then Eq. (13) is (.J, / )-disconjugate on (a, 00 )

where .J = {O, 1, ..., k - n + m - 1}.

Proof Since ()I (J, ,I; a) = + 00, it follows from [1, Lemma 2.1] (and
the remarks at the beginning of Section 2) that ()dJr, cfr; a) = + 00. Hence,
by Theorem 3.1 we have that Eq. (13) is (.J, cfr)-disconjugate on (a, (0).
Since (.J, /)-< (.J, cfr), it follows by [1, Theorem 2.3] that Eq. (13) is
(.J, /)-disconjugate on (a, (0). This completes the proof.

In the next three results, we assume that n = v.

THEOREM 3.4. Assume n = v, p;(t) ';3 r;(t), i = 1, ..., n - 1, Po(t) Pn(t) ';3
ro(t)rn(t), tE(a, (0) and assume further that Eq. (1) is (Jr, cfr)-disconjugate
on (a, (0). Then Eq. (2) is also (Jr, cfr)-disconjugate on (a, (0) provided

f
OO Iq(t)1 dt foo Ip(t)1 dt

--'-..:'-'-c-'--'------,- ~ ,

x Po(t) Pn(t) x Po(t) Pn(t)
X E (a, (0). (17)

Proof Since (1) is (Jr, cfr)-disconjugate on (a, (0) it follows from
Theorem 2.5 (with q = p) that

(18 )

is also (Jr, cfr)-disconjugate on (a, (0). Now from inequality (17) and
Theorem 2.1 we have that Eq. (2) is (Jr, cfr)-disconjugate on (a, (0). This
completes the proof.

COROLLARY 3.5. Assume all conditions of Theorem 3.4 except that Eq.
(1) is assumed to be (J, ,I) disconjugate on (a, (0), where J = Jr,
(J, ,I) E d. Then Eq. (2) is also (Jr, ,I) disconjugate on (a, (0).

Proof Since ()dJ, ,I; a) = + 00 and (fc" cIc) -< (J, ,I) it follows
from the remarks in Section 2 that ()I (fc" cIc; a) = + 00. Therefore,
()1(Jr,cfr;a)=+oo from [3] and so by Theorem3.4 it follows that
91 (Jr, cfr; a) = + 00 where 91 (J, ,I; a) denotes the first extremal point
corresponding to Eq. (2). But then from (J, ,I) -< (Jr, cfr), we have
9dJ, ,I; a) = + 00. That is, Eq. (2) is (Jr, ,I) disconjugate on (a, (0).
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THEOREM 3.6. Assume n = v, Pi(t) ~ ri(t), i = 1, .., n - 1, and
PO(t)Pn(t)~ro(t)rAt), tE(a, (0). Assumefurther that

(19)X E (a, (0)f
CO Iq(t)1 dt ~fco Ip(t)1 dt ,

x ro(t) rn(t) x ro(t) rn(t)

and that 01 (..f, /; a) < + 00 for all (..f, /) E d. Then (JI(..f, f; a) < + 00 for
all (..f, /) E d.

Proof If there exists (.I, i) E d with (JI (.I, i; a) = + 00, then since
(.f;" J:,) -< (.I, i), it follows that (Jd.f;" J:,; a) = + 00 and hence
(Jd.fi,,fr;a)=+oo (by [3]). But then by Theorem 3.4 we must have
01 (.fi,,fr; a) = + 00, which is a contradiction.

In the next two results we compare Eqs. (1) and (2) with n and v not
necessarily equal. For the set ..f = {iI' ..., i q } we will use the notation
11..f11 = q and similarly, if / = {JI' ..., is}, II/II = s.

THEOREM 3.7. Assume that Eq. (1) is (.fi, /) disconiugate on (a, (0)
with 11.fi11 = k, II/II = n - k. Assume further that there exists an integer m
satisfying n - k < m ~ min {n, v} and such thilt

(i) Pm~i(t)~rn_i(t),i=I, ...,m-l

(ii) cp(Pv' Pv-I, ..., Pm~n+k+d ~ cp(ro, ..., rd

PmPOCP(Pm, Pm-I' ..., Pm~n+k+ I) rnrn-mcp(rn-m, rn~m+ I' ..., rd

(iii) fco Iq(t)1 dt fco Ip(t)1 dt
x Pv(t) Po(t) ~ x Pv(t) po(tr

Then

Lv(pv> ..., Po) y+ (_l)m+v qy = 0

is (.Jr, i) disconiugate on (a, (0) where

(20)

1I.Jr11 =k-n+m and Ilill =n-k+v-m.

Proof Since Eq. (1) is (.fi, /) disconjugate and (.fi, J) -< (.fi,,fr) it
follows that 01 (.fi,,fr; a) = + 00. Now by [7, Theorem 4a] conditions (i)
and (ii) imply that

LApv> ..., Po) y + (_l)m +v py = 0 (21)

is (k - n + m, n - k + v - m )-disfocal on (a, (0). Then by Theorem 3.4,
we have because of condition (iii), that Eq. (20) is also (k-n+m,
n - k + v - m) disfocal on (a, (0). Therefore if IIAII = k - n + m, Ilill =
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n - k + v- m, then CA, }) -< (Jr, if) so that Eq. (20) is also (Jr,}) discon
jugate on (a, 00). This completes the proof.

In a similar manner, by applying Theorems 2.4 and 3.4, one may obtain
the following result. We omit the proof.

THEOREM 3.8. Assume n~m and let the functions (0' ..., (n-m-l be
positive and continuous on [a, 00). Assume that

L ( )
cp«(o,···,(n-m-l,ro, ..·,rj-d -0

m rm,···,ro y+ ( ) py-
cP ro, ..., rj _ 1

is (.1[, /)-disconjugate with 11.1[11 = j, II/II = m - j. Assume further that

(22)

f
OO Iq(t)1 dt foo Ip(t)1 dt

---=-'-'--- :::; ,
x rm(t) (o(t) x rm(t) (o(t)

Then the nth order equation

X E (a, 00).

(23 )

is (Jr, })-disconjugate on (a, 00) where IIJrII = n - m + j, II}II = m - j.

In our final result we would like to relax somewhat the strict sign
assumptions by applying results of [2].

THEOREM 3.9. Assume that n = v and that Eq. (1) is (.1[, "fr)-disconjugate
on (a, 00). Assume also that (_l)n-kq(x)<O, xE(a, 00), Pi~ri'

i = 1, ..., n - 1, POPn ~ rorn' and that

Then Eq. (2) is (.1[,,,fr) disconjugate on (a, 00).

Proof From [2, Theorem 2.4], we conclude that

Ln(rn, ..·,ro)y+qy=O

(24)

(25)

is (.1[, "fr)-disconjugate on (a, 00) because of (24). Therefore from
Theorem 2.5 (with p = q in (11 )), it follows that Eq. (2) is (.1[, "fr)-discon
jugate on (a, 00). This completes the proof.

Remark. Additional extensions of the results of [1,2, 7] are also
possible in much the same manner. In [6], various comparison results are
also obtained by combining the integral comparison results of [1] with the
nth order Euler equation.
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